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Abstract

Scholars argue that there is a mutual relationship between built environment, social interactions (and/or social capital) and livability: the form of the built environment contributes to the construction of social capital and/or enhancement of livability. Therefore in order to enhance livability, the built environment should provide the arena encouraging social activities. The study of the relationship between built environment, social capital and livability has focused on existing spatial environments at macro level or urban scale. Namely, regardless of the interest to this relationship, direct assessment of the extent to which the built environment of West Bay, the new business precinct of Doha, contributes to the formation and enhancement of social capital, has not been investigated yet. Therefore, this research project aims at filling this gap in the literature. The paper argues that the current spatial form of the built environment of West Bay does not facilitate the development of social activities, which in turn contribute the formation of social capital and enhancement of livability.

The aim of the paper is to explore and explain the extent to which the spatial form of the built environment of West Bay can be implemented in order to enhance social interactions and/or social capital and, therefore, to contribute to create a more livable environment. Data is obtained from a household survey and focus group interviews that measured the social capital of tenants living in eight high-rise buildings in West Bay, through their involvement in social activities within the built environment. This allowed understanding how the built environment of West Bay should be modified in order to enhance social capital and consequently implement livability in the neighborhood.

The analysis indicates that (1) tenant living in West Bay have low level of social capital and that (2) in order to enhance livability, the spatial form of the neighborhood’s built environment needs to be implemented with public spaces, mixed-use neighborhood design, efficient public transport systems, pedestrian and bicycle networks. This would contribute to create a sense of community and expand opportunity for social interactions, which in the end would contribute to enhance livability.
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Introduction

Since the mid-seventies, the State of Qatar has been transformed from fishing and pearling based economy into a modern urban society, due to remarkable increase in national income caused by the development of the oil industry. Consequently, Doha, capital of the State of Qatar and also one of the oldest cities in the GCC, has grown economically as well as demographically. In addition, international events such as the 1995’s World Youth Cup, the 2005’s West Asian Games and the Asian Games in 2006 have contributed to the significant increase in Qatar’s population. From 2004 to 2010 there has been an increment from 8 hundred to 1.7 million inhabitants. Namely, the anticipated 2022’s World Cup, which has already accelerated the development of large-scale urban, architecture and infrastructure projects, causing major changes to the built environment of Doha, have significantly contributed to attract more expats as work force. It is recognized that nowadays the economy of Qatar is one of the most active economies in the Middle East region, with a rapid growth, in particular for the construction sector [1].

The city has grown from a single core and expanded towards new urban districts’ developments (Figures 1-4). The transportation systems were majorly redeveloped and expanded to accommodate the urban fabric expansion of the city. Accordingly to scholars, Qatar government has planned to invest 100 billion USD in the next five years for the development of new infrastructure projects and for the implementation of the conditions of the existing transportation systems [2]. These investments are envisioned with the aim to integrate heritage, economic, sustainability, environment, socio-cultural implementation of Qatar.

At the same time, due to a phenomenon of globalization and a desire for rapid development, the country has witnessed the construction of neighborhoods displaying stunning architectural design buildings influenced by western contemporary architecture [3]. Contemporary Western architecture has grown significantly compared to the traditional trends. While some scholars argue that this process is acceptable, and also inevitable, cause of the globalization phenomenon, others argue that oil wealth and globalization have threatened Islamic culture and traditions by importing Western architectural standards, technology and urban planning strategies. Nowadays the Islamic concepts of unity, harmony and continuity have been forgotten in the rush for ‘western way’ development: the majority of the new buildings in Middle Eastern cities are designed for another culture and they ended up in creating an alien environment in Islamic communities [4-6]. Scholars have listed three categories of contemporary architecture in the GCC countries. In the first category, buildings completely ignored the past traditions and are the reflection of produced western-oriented architecture, which ignored the Islamic spirit and undermined traditional culture. In the second one, buildings partially retreated the...
Islamic architectural past: traditional architectural elements, such as façade of arches and domes, are integrated onto the modern built forms. The third category sees buildings displaying the essence of Islamic architecture and allowing for the modern building technology to be used as a tool in the expression of this traditional essence [7].

Doha is a city displaying with its districts and buildings a balance between contemporary and traditional architecture. Many of Qatar’s heritage buildings, designed accordingly to the distinctive Qatari architecture character, are as magnificent as those designed with a contemporary architectural language. It is easy to identify the traditional district such the Souq Waqif (Down Town Doha) [8]. It is the district closer to Qatari culture. In the winding labyrinths of the Souq Waqif it is possible to find a variety of objects to buy, such as traditional clothes like abayas, and some of Doha’s best restaurants where to dine. Souq Waqif is the real core of traditional local culture: an ideal place for people to meet for social purposes (Figures 5-7).

Not far from the Souq Waqif, it is also easy to find the contemporary business district called West Bay, which includes many modern buildings unlike other older districts of Doha. Some of the tallest skyscrapers in Qatar, such as the Al Quds Endowment Tower, are visible in this area. Among the many visible contemporary buildings, one of the most distinctive is the award-winning shiny and tall Burj Qatar (Figures 8-11).

On its side, during the nighttime hours, The Burj Qatar also projects calm orange and white light, which look magnificent from ‘The Corniche’. The Cornice is a linear link with other radial connectors (previously also defined as ‘the great connector’ and ‘grand curve’), which connects West Bay (‘New Doha’) to the Souq Waqif (‘Old Doha’). It is a waterfront promenade, which runs for several kilometers along Doha Bay and provides a wonderful view of the bay. The curve of the cornice is the identifying motif of Doha: it celebrates the dialogue between new and old and between the land and the sea across the space of the bay. The dialogue established by the Corniche is essential to the identity of the city. This embracing open public space is interpreted as the ‘Urban Majlis’, the great gathering place, which holds the city together (Figures 12-14).
This paper focuses on the neighborhood of West Bay, which, as anticipated, is considered the most modern area of the most prominent districts of Doha. The exploration of this research study centers on the social activities of human settlements as a mean to enhance social capital and consequently livability. The research question is concerned with understanding whether and the extent to which livability can be enhanced in the built Environment of West Bay or how the built environment can be humanized in order to make it more livable. The human settlement incorporates patterns of human behavior and it is the arena for human activities. By exploring the need of activities performed and to be performed by inhabitants, it is possible to understand how to shape the built environment in order to allow the users to perform the specific activities dictated by their social needs. In turn, the findings will provide an input for the implementation of the urban and architectural design in order to enhance livability in West Bay.

Figure 5: Views of the Souq Waqif (Photos from the authors).

Figure 6: Views of the Souq Waqif (Photos from the authors).

Figure 7: Views of the Souq Waqif (Photos from the authors).

Figure 8: The Capital City Precincts [1].

Figure 9: Satellite view of West Bay’s waterfront [1].

Figure 10: Views of West Bay (Photos from the authors).

Figure 11: Views of West Bay (Photos from the authors).

Figure 12: Views of the Corniche (Photos from the authors).
Background

Urban design: livability and users’ needs

‘Urban designers can make a strong, positive difference in the lives of the people on whose behalf they work … Urban designers can only make such a difference when they understand the forces that shape people’s lives-and, in turn, the places they inhabit’ [9].

In modern days, cities have hosted iconic buildings, which have often become the manifesto of the star-architect/celebrity. As highlighted by Amos Rapoport, grand-elite or iconic buildings might have a strong meaning but often they are sculptures representing an isolated context rather than being integrated within the existing urban fabric, which is the result of an historical traditional process, or, as Ron Kasprisin stated, of culture, space and time.

‘Culture, space and time are the 3 components that interactively shape the human settlement or built environment. This interaction manifested through the functionality of the built environment produce ‘meaning’ which are expressed or embedded in the built environment’ [10].

Buildings should contribute to implement physical and social landscapes, to shape settlements in response to people needs and finally to integrate built forms within the built environment with the final purpose to express the interaction between people and environment, which finally gives value and identity to the place where people live [11]. The multifaceted discipline of Urban Design is vital for shaping our cities, which are not only vehicle for creating iconic objects d’art, but, namely, places where people live in and perform activities, which are expression of their needs. Therefore, places shaped with this framework can be vehicle for livability [9,12,13].

This means that nowadays, urban designers are no longer required to simply focus on the implementation and decoration of the spaces between built forms, namely town squares, streetscapes, parks, pedestrian and transport networks. Rather, the contemporary role of the urban designer is to investigate and understand the essential and necessary relationship between physical form and the social life of the inhabitants of any space in order to shape settlements and built environments. This will enhance livability and/or facilitate people to carry on social activities dictated by their needs [14,15].

New urbanism: communities, cars and walkability

‘Cities exist because humans are social beings, variously tribal, communal, and mutually supportive…with the emergence of surplus economies, hierarchical societies appeared and supported the growth of villages, then towns, and, finally, cities’ [9].

Contemporary architects and urban designers shared this view: socio-cultural values are embedded in the built environment and at the same time socio-cultural differences in users’ way of life can influence spatial environments. This principle prompted planners and architects to propose a new spatial and architectural vocabulary for the development of suburban communities. In the 1980s, the planning of Seaside, a community on Florida Panhandle, became the spark for a new movement called New Urbanism. The new model was called “traditional neighborhood developments” or TNDs. New urban designers and planners applied the approach of designing and neighborhood and dense urban centers around the needs of car. Over the following two decades, American cities were redesigned and planned in order to become car-oriented settlements. Afterwards, (in the mid-1990s) scholars recognized that the New Urbanism Movement triggered the birth of not sustainable car-dependent suburbs and namely sprays. This was also caused by the lack of consideration to walkability, proximity of public transports, bicycle networks and public realm in general. This is well explained by Jeff Speck. In his words:

‘We’ve known for three decades how to make livable cities-after forgetting for four-but the typical American city does not reflect this knowledge, as it is still inadvertently being designed by a public works department that, worshipping the twins gods of Smooth low and Ample Parking, has turned the downtown into a place that is easy to get to but not worth arriving at. We no longer need to reform urban design; we need to reform the relationship between urban designers and those who build the city’ [9].

In turn, after recognizing this problem, scholars were driven to shift the focus from car-dependent communities to neighborhood with enhanced walkable and bicycle networks. Many Americans who were asked where they would like to leave, preferred dense, small and compact urban communities, walkable settings, which use energy far more efficiently and generate far fewer emissions per capita than existing car-dependent suburbs. This perspective influenced the vision of planners and architects for the development of new communities [9,14,13]. Therefore, the forces shaping 21st century Urbanism were now based on using carbon reduction, creating greener cities and suburbs to improve quality of life and/or livability. 21st century Urbanism advocated strategies for recentralization, in order to reduce or stop sprays in the cities [16].

‘The incidental exercise that we have eliminated from our daily lives has had major negative implications on environmental pollution, mental health, and socialization, and especially on our own strength, activity levels, and obesity level. While we focus on obesity, activity level is of equal importance. The estimated weight difference between people living in sprawling areas versus more dense areas is on average, about six to
seven pounds. Of that weight gain, it is likely that half or at least a third, are the result of lower activity levels’ [9].

In this era, urban designers became more sensitive toward the rediscovery that we can create buildings and neighborhoods which can contribute to implement health among the population. Designers highly considered the design of fine streets, attractive parks, active public spaces, and successful green neighborhood that, is brought together in one city, in order to create a magnificent livable urban place.

‘Green building is important, but Americans are rapidly learning that they can do far more to reduce their carbon footprint –and make a far more significant contribution to addressing global climate changeby supporting smart growth policies that promote walkable, mixed-use communities offering a range of transportation choices’ [9].

This period marked also a return to greener, denser, more livable urban neighborhoods, with more walkable and bicycle networks in order to reduce sprawls of the urban fabric and implement the smart use of the resources. In addition, urban designers embraced the preservation approach, willing to reclaiming historic and traditional principle for the construction of new neighborhoods. City streets are now claimed as public places and it is recognized that public streets should support more social functions than simply moving vehicles. This concept has been widely auspicated in the 80s by the urban designer Donald Appleyard, who stated that designing livable streets is necessary to reduce traffic. In his view, pedestrian activity contributes to increasing neighborhood livability and a sense of community. Based on this approach, by the late 2000s, many cities and states invested funds for redesigning livable streets, used by pedestrians, bicyclist, as well as automobile users [9,14].

In conclusion, New Urbanism describes its mission as ‘the revival of our lost art of placemaking ... essentially reordering of the built environment into the form of complete cities, town, villages, and neighborhood – the way communities have been built for centuries around the world’ [9]. The main purpose of the movement is to create more walkable, people-oriented precincts versus car-oriented and dependent communities.

The principles of ‘sustainable urbanism’

Previously, the American pattern of a community was shaped around the suburban single or detached house with a yard around the property and a carport sheltering at least two cars. This private transportation system allowed single families easy access to jobs, to commercial areas, recreation, and various facilities served as a near universal model for shaping American communities. This typology was the physical expression of self-confidence, independence, professional and social success [9,14] Also, new Urbanism proposed a multi-faceted philosophical and applied approach to design and planning public spaces (also called Placemaking), promoting people’s health, happiness, and well-being. In addition to New Urbanism and Landscape Urbanism, sustainable urbanists encouraged the development of smart and compact communities, in order to avoid sprawls, which became inevitable under the New Urbanism period.

‘What does urban design need most? In a word, collegiality. Urban design is only possible when people from various disciplines and professions, and from arts and sciences, agree to work together. In the past, when it was civic design, it focused on the public realm. It was sponsored by civic association and enriched by civic art. Today the field of urban design is unbounded, intellectually and physically. Architecture extends from room to region’ [9].

The designers, which belonged to the newborn movement, proposed principles, strategies, and process for the urban design of comprehensive communities. These core principles defined to guide urban design for the new era were developed on previous foundation-theories. (1) The main goal, which is also considered the first principle of the movement, became ‘enhancing livability’ by offering the broadest potential individual choices for living healthier. The previous 1960s’ model, based on drivable communities offering limited options for living, working, shopping, and entertainment, was not appropriate anymore. Walkable networks could offer access to a broad range of life choices in compacted communities and therefore this urban pattern became an exemplary of enhanced livability [17-19].

The first principle represented a key step toward ‘creating a greater sense of community’, which is considered the second principle (2). The sense of community should be enhanced in order to promote engagement, participation and integration among users. These two initial principles are prerequisites for the following principles: (3) expanding opportunity and (4) promoting greater equality. The goal is to create more economically competitive cities, made of walkable environments. On contrast, sprawls and development of road have undermined cities’ ability to provide an economic competitive arena. Also, built environments should be developed in order make society more equitable. The last core principle is (5) fostering sustainability. These principles should be the foundation for the future approaches to the way the urban fabric of cities is developed [9,14,18].

Urban sociology: the humanization of the built environment

A renowned sociologist, Putnam highlights that the way we design and build a macro-scale urban setting where communities reside can have a deep impact on the degree to which people are involved in those communities (neighborhoods). He stresses that the surrounding built environment, can contribute to enhancing social interaction among the population and therefore enrich a sense of community, [20-26]. Social scientists and urban designers share Putnam’s view and stress that the planning of a city has an impact on the way people live in the city. Emphatically, the way the city and its sectors are planned has a deep impact on the way people use the city, live their daily lives and carry on their social activities. Besides, creating an environment that allows to carry on social activities means to enhance social capital and livability, or broadly to humanize it [27]. As highlighted by scholars, a humanized built environment is the manifestation of the ‘forces that shape people lives’ … ‘Urban designers can make a strong, positive difference in the lives of the people on whose behalf they work ... Urban designers can only make such a difference when they understand the forces that shape people’s lives-and, in turn, the places they inhabit’ [9].

In addition social researchers argued that, in response to the recognition that urban designer, planners, architects, builders and developers, in their pursuit of economic and technological efficiency, have not considered the human context in the design of spatial environments in the past two decades, built environments should be designed and implemented as per users’ specific needs, which are expressions of culture as way of life. This new approach to both urban and architectural design, arguing the need to create physical designed environments responding to occupants’ specific needs, inspired the parturition of the ‘social design movement’ [28]. Cause of this innovative approach, multidisciplinary practitioners became more sensitive to the human context of the designed built form. Namely, in the 1980s, researchers from various social sciences conducted extensive research and gained insights into the relationship between human context and designed physical environments. Notably, urban sociology, a discipline
emerged during this time, aimed at studying the relationship between human behavior (and/or activities) and the spatial form of the built environment, with the purpose to reveal how human activities are projected onto physical environment [27]. In addition, social scientists argue that the designed physical space, ranging from macro-scale level built environment (big-scale cities) to micro-scale built form (small-scale buildings), influences and, at the same time, is influenced by the behavior and/or activities of its occupants. Additionally, they state that it is virtually impossible for any human behavior to reside outside of cultural influence, because behavior and culture interact continually throughout development. Therefore, they emphasize that while the focus of investigation is the relationship between spatial environment and human behavior, the role of culture as a way of life must also be explored. More specifically, urban sociologists argue that an analysis of human behavior and/or activities can provide an understanding of how the built environment should be shaped in response to its users’ specific needs, which are an expression of culture as a way of life [29–38]. Therefore, urban sociologists aim to apply their theories and research methods to the urban design process, with the purpose of creating designed physical environments responding to users’ specific needs or simply to humanize them [39].

My own view is that architecture is a reflection of behaviour or the use of space which, in turn, is a reflection of culture; the use of space is the result of highly culture-specific and at times temporal-specific designs [40]. Urban sociology is the most relevant discipline to the context of this research study, the West Bay case study, because the objective is to understand how the fulfillment of users’ cultural needs can contribute to implement the design and construction of the built environment of the users. This in turn would contribute to the humanization of the spatial environment or to make it more livable. These insights are significant in order to construct a conceptual framework to understand the extent to which the built environment of West Bay should be implemented in response to its users’ cultural needs.

Methods for Collection of Data

‘Urban designing is an argumentative process in which participants in it learn as they go along. They learn about goals and means as perceived by different stakeholders, they learn from the evidence that each provides for its views’ [23].

To understand how livability can be implemented in the business neighborhood of West Bay, visual and oral data was collected and analyzed. The collected data focused on the activities performed within the district. Visual data was collected using four methods: (A) cartographic sources; (B) historic maps (the process of formation was deduced from their comparison); (C) photographs and (D) site observation. Oral data was collected through a survey, which was conducted from February to March 2015 in eight high rising residential towers in West Bay. Six hundred households were delivered a survey form to be filled in from the receptionist of the residential towers. The cover letter asked that the survey be completed and returned by one adult member of each selected household to the operator at the reception within two weeks from the date it was received. A total of 390 surveys were returned, for an overall response of 65%. Three sets of focus group interviews in selected residential complexes were also performed in April 2015 to discuss perspectives and experiences of householders [40–47].

Findings

From the data collected from the survey and from the analysis of perspectives, experiences and responses gleaned relating to the extent to which livability can be enhanced in West Bay, it emerged that the built environment should be strategically implemented in order to enhance livability. The following presentation of the findings is structured into five categories, following the analyzed responses. These categories contribute to develop a strategy for creating and enhancing livability in the West Bay district.

Mixed-use and compact neighborhood

Participants highlighted that one of the most important advantages in living in West Bay is the opportunity for a person to live close to his or her place of employment. Most participants stated that they choose to reside in West Bay due to the vicinity to workplaces. The reduced distance between housing and workplaces is an aspect, which has a significant implication for creating livability because it contributes to the following benefits: saving time on commutes; contribute to reduce traffic congestion; saving expenses for transportation. A negative aspect is the one related to the lack of small shops in the neighborhood. The nonexistence of a sufficient combination and integration of residential and commercial uses was emphasized, namely seen the compactness of the development. Typically it was highlighted that mixed-use development means complexes including a mixture of commercial areas such as small shops, storefronts or restaurants at the lower floors with apartment on upper levels. The mixed-use pattern can offer residents an excellent opportunity for short commuted to walk and convenience shopping. Also, it was pointed out that the resulting increase in walking, and therefore decrease in short trips by automobile, could be of great benefit to individual health, reduce further traffic congestion and energy consumption for transportation.

Residents perceived the residential towers where they reside more as hotels or places for temporary permanence, rather than permanent long-term dwellings. This typology lacks the capability of creating a permanent sense of place specific to a site or community. Finally, residents suggested that urban designers should revive principles of traditional neighborhood into a modern development such as West Bay: mixed use and compact development pedestrian and bicycle-friendly environments. Otherwise, the neighborhood becomes a commuter belt or a dormitory town (Figures 15–17).

Public Realm, streetscapes and social network. It was commonly stated that the lack of social networks or connections among the neighbors does not enhance a sense of belonging to the community. Participants pointed out that in West Bay the sense of community is also missing because of the lack of public spaces where people can easily interact. Public spaces - particularly lively streets and squares - among buildings enhance livability and help to animate the neighborhood. Open spaces have the role to make people passing near or stopping by feel them welcome. This can be enhanced by landscaped squares, street furniture and other public-realm amenities that meet livability goal. Additionally, the enhanced public spaces can support the sense of belonging to the community. It was emphasized that there are only private gated car-parks among the buildings, as shown in the images below (Figures 18–20).

Participants highlighted that; cause of this pattern, West Bay is hard to navigate, hard to cross the road and hard to feel at home. The buildings enclose many comfortable facilities but at the same time they seem alien, similar to one another. For example, participants highlighted that at the West Bay end of the Corniche there is Sheraton Park. Many participants spend some time on weekends or in the evening at the park with a book, a laptop or simply to relax (Figures 21–23).
Aniza Park is another park located in West Bay which was often mentioned. Participants defined it a ‘family park’ conveniently located in West Bay. Unfortunately, the park is not connected to the district via pedestrian or bicycle network (Figures 24-26).

Open spaces like small parks or shaded town squares, shop-fronts and a greater sense of enclosure are features which would make West Bay in the future a more welcoming place. Also, parking could be re-arranged in order to add a layer of human scale and animation, to bring the street to life and to finally enhance livability. A suggestion was to link West Bay’s ‘spine’ to the Corniche and transforming it into an urban boulevard, which could become a major pedestrian connector.

Public transport

Households in this area stick to private vehicles. They stated that rarely there are just a few persons waiting for the bus (especially in the summer heat and humidity). Also, the case of Dubai was mentioned as a reference to be kept into consideration for the development of public transport in West Bay. It was highlighted that Dubai has both a monorail and metro, used by locals and expats. This system is popular and expanding in UAE. This is the future for Doha’s new metro, which definitely will contribute to enhance livability. At present, the only public transportation mode in the West Bay district is represented by bus services, Karwa, which has well-distributed routes all over the city of urban Doha, and the West Bay bus, which connects inner parts of the area to the external Karwa stations.

Walkability and pedestrian safety

West Bay is a new neighborhood where several areas towers are still under development and construction. West Bay is a difficult area...
to explore or go around by foot, namely during the vicious summer months, because there are not sufficient pedestrian network, footpaths, sidewalks and other pedestrian rights-of-way. This makes West Bay a neighborhood for car drivers, and definitely not for cyclists or pedestrians. Tenants suggested making the paths and promenades as convenient and comfortable as possible, also through diagonal paths among buildings and private-gated car parks, connection with adjoining properties, where it is feasible. There is a lack of street connectivity and pedestrian are forced to walk besides the streets when footpath are available and namely around buildings. The needed infrastructural factors required include footpaths, safe pedestrian crossings or crosswalks, shaded street furniture allowing people to stop and find shelter, namely in summer time. The implementation of the built environment with these factors would enable to have a truly walkable community.

It was highlighted that pedestrians are particularly vulnerable in Qatar, in general, and in West Bay too. Accidents to pedestrian while crossing the street are common. This is due to ongoing construction work, few sidewalks and an abundance of speeding vehicles. This proves that at this stage West Bay is still not a pedestrian oriented neighborhood. Participants also highlighted that the public authority Ashghal have issued significant funds to be invested on safety upgrades, better street signage and construction of additional pedestrian overpasses (Figures 27-29).

Bicycle network

While many argue that the culture and climate do not align with a cycling lifestyle, many householders living in West Bay believe that Doha has the potential to become a cycle-city. The city is flat and already now scattered bike lanes exist. While temperatures reach 45° Celsius in the summer, from October to May the weather is quite pleasant. It was highlighted that pedestrians are prevalent in the Souq, and also enjoying evening walks along the Corniche. Nevertheless in the meantime, people rely on their cars; in part because city buses are unreliable and infrequent, and distances are sprawling.

It was emphasized that in Dubai, which has the same climatic conditions of Doha, cycling has gained some ground. The municipality has invested in better cycle paths and related facilities (public showers, etc.) Cycle groups organize weekly trainings and excursions. While these are primarily longer distance rides and semi-pro trainings, these events have brought visibility to the sport. In efforts to curb obesity and diabetes, the city’s cycle paths are advertised for families and recreation. By comparison, encouraging ‘seasonal recreational biking for health’ in Doha, could perhaps work; or a system of rental bikes connecting Doha’s highlights (e.g. the Corniche, the Souq, the Islamic Art Museum).

Conclusions and Discussion

As mentioned, Central Doha sits on the Corniche Bay. Along the Corniche, a walking path shaded by green spaces separating pedestrians from the cars stretches 10 km, connecting East and West Doha, the old down town (the Souq Waqif) and the prestigious contemporary West Bay Business District. The massive urban development of the area started in 2003 and it is presently ongoing. West Bay became the first high-rise district in Doha (Figures 30-32).

High-rise buildings or skyscrapers were originally built in the United States. Afterwards, this phenomenon, which was mainly due to the increase of urban population and scarcity of urban land, spread out in many Asian metropolis. Nowadays, world widely globalization and rapid urbanization require urban development’s characterized by high-rise buildings typology, mainly as symbols of globalism and economic prosperity. Practitioners usually emphasize the design...
benefits of the spectacular impact of iconic tall buildings on the skyline of cities. Lack of consideration is given to the way tall buildings are integrated with the ground level of the urban fabric. West bay is an example of this contemporary trend: it has been shown that the ground floor of high rise buildings is characterized by parking areas and security gates, lacking public realm spaces. This spatial configuration diminishes the accessibility to the area; the quality of life and finally livability of the district, where livability refers to the way spaces provide the arena for the development of social activities. Furthermore, the lack of services (public transportation), efficient pedestrian circulation and amenities (retail) within the residential towers does not facilitate the users to perform daily activities. This proves that (1) the built environment has a significant impact on the users' livability and (2) designed iconic high-rise buildings, which are the main features of eye-catching skylines, are not sufficient to contribute to successful urban sustainable developments. Livability criteria should be properly considered in the urban design of new district. An approach to implement or humanize these districts should be based on a collaboration strategy. This would include (A) an integrated urban design process, where multi-disciplined practitioners are collaborate involved in the final comprehensive design, (B) involvement of stakeholders and groups-users in order to evaluate views and concerns. The proposed approach for the transformation of the district of West Bay into a more livable urban neighborhood is structured into five main phases:

1) Create compact multi-use urban areas with conveniently located schools, shops, and services, easily accessible at the ground floor of buildings. This would also facilitate an overall urban sustainability of the district, reduce the use of cars and promote social activities.

2) Create accessible shaded pedestrian-oriented public places or plazas between the buildings - instead of private gated car-park areas - to enhance outdoor activities and to encourage people to walk shop and dine. The development of an efficient footbridge network would facilitate linkages and/or connections between buildings and surrounding areas. Participants highlighted that they enjoy very much the cornice parks and walking, namely on weekends, and that public realm should be further developed to enhance social activities or capital among the population and around the city.

3) Developing an efficient public transport system connecting major urban nodes and sites in West Bay, in order to reduce traffic congestion, limit cars’ usage and increase pedestrian and cycling movement.

4) Develop well-connected, convenient and safe walkways (pedestrian network). The Souk Wakif, which is always populated by people walking daily and nightly despite harsh yearly weather conditions, should be a reference in relation to walkability.

5) Develop cycling paths to provide dwellers efficient transport alternatives to driving and to enhance vibrant street life-recreational activities. Also, providing renting and/or sharing bikes and parking spots inside the district would promote the use of bicycles.

In the neighborhood, bicycle lanes and pedestrian sidewalks are found (although crosswalks are less prevalent). Similarly, public transport systems are already under construction and will be completed...
by 2022 for the World Cup event. It is also recognized that the city grows and changes, policies and infrastructure are continuously drafted and approved by authorities to implement the development of public realm, walking and cycling networks and public transport systems: for example, an extensive cycle route and pedestrian network are already planned throughout the city. These strategies for intervention approved by local authorities will have many benefits for the inhabitants: tackle obesity, improve quality of life in their public spaces, and reduce per capita greenhouse gas emissions. This will contribute to the construction of a compact district within a dense city, to the reduction of traffic congestion and to the restrain of urban sprawls.

Importantly all interviewees stated that West Bay is a very safe neighborhood. This has been highly appraised, namely in comparison to the contemporary loss of safety of several European cities, as highlighted by several participants. The standards of livability of West Bay are very high, but it is considered that there is space for improvement. The lesson from the past is that synergies among multidisciplinary practitioners and scholars should be implemented in order to not repeat the mistakes of the past. The final urban design product should the multifaceted result from the cooperation among multi-disciplinary consultants. Urban planners, architects, transportation planners and all multifaceted consultants should cooperate to deliver a comprehensive design, which enhances livability of the neighborhood and of the city.
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